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Objectives

- **analyse** both organisation assets,
- **derive** ideas for a potential collaboration
- **evaluate** the impact of a Global Space Job Fair.
Result - Assets

- Capacity in trainings (HEPTA-Sat, CanSat)
- Global presence and recognition
- Competitions
- Industry support
Results - Ideas

- Provide access to international candidates
- Local vs global events (companies etc)
- Career service and mentorship
- Invite companies to talk about their career options (inspire)
Results - Ideas

- Continue #UNIGLO7 agenda; invite all participants; part of program
- Tour / visit to companies involved (if Space Job Fair not possible)
Results - Evaluate

- Can have great impact; not (yet) in all countries possible
  - but needed
- Demand will increase in the near future
- Connecting capacity building and career service can lead to more awareness
- Audience is different: careers vs. internships
Results - Evaluate

- Can have great impact; **not (yet) in all countries possible** - but needed - > Blueprints, ID vs. JP
- Demand will increase in the near future - > **Timing OK**
- Connecting capacity building and career service can lead to more awareness
- Audience is different: careers vs. internships
Verdict

- Too early for a Global Space Job Fair
- Ideal time for Global Space Career Service
- Blueprints
Verdict

- Too early for a Global Space Job Fair
- Ideal time for Global Space Career Service
- > Talent and Entrepreneurship
- > Blueprints
What’s next - Options

- Questionnaire with POC, industry stakeholder
- Connect career related topics to HEPTA-Sat
- Offer career services at UNISEC-Global (related) events
- Start developing a framework, incl. blueprints
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